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Introduction to the Participant Workbook

Welcome to the Awareness and Action Participant Workbook. This workbook is designed to
educate persons with disabilities and others on the topic of abuse.  The Participant Workbook
is a very important part of the Awareness and Action Training.  You likely received this
Workbook after you attended the training on how to Recognize, Report and Respond to abuse.
Along with this Workbook you also received National resources to help people, and information
to find the name and phone number of the agency in your state to report abuse.  Each of these
tools will be helpful to you in using the Workbook.

The Workbook, similar to the Training, uses a video story for each type of abuse taught. As a
reminder for users of the Workbook:

● Abuse is hard to talk about so use the Workbook carefully
● Have someone you trust help you to complete the Workbook
● The people in the videos are actors and no one was hurt making the videos

The five video chapters you will watch as you use the Workbook are:
● Physical Abuse
● Sexual Abuse
● Neglect
● Verbal Abuse
● Financial Abuse

The purpose of the Participant Workbook is to:
● Help you keep learning how to recognize, report and respond to abuse
● Use it frequently to strengthen your skills to stop abuse
● Give you tools and activities that you can do on your own
● Give you tools and activities that you can do with someone you trust - a friend, a staff

person, a family member or a coach

How to use the Participant Workbook:
● Persons should attend the three hour Awareness and Action Training before using this

Workbook so that they have a basic understanding of the topic of abuse.
● It is best to use this Workbook with someone you trust.
● Watch the video in the PowerPoint that relates to each type of abuse before completing

the activities.  For example - watch the video on Physical Abuse before completing
Physical Abuse activities.

● To use the Workbook frequently, feel free to copy the activities before completing them.
● If the material is too upsetting to you or brings back bad memories, put the Workbook

down and talk with someone you trust about your feelings and emotions.
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Introduction to Abuse
Abuse is…

When a person is physically or emotionally hurt by another person

The Awareness and Action Participant Workbook is designed to
educate persons with disabilities and others on the topic of abuse.
This booklet will teach you how to recognize abuse, report abuse, and
the right way to respond to abuse.  You will learn:

● The five common types of abuse
● How to recognize the warning signs of abuse
● The importance of having people in your life whom you

trust
● Who to report abuse to and why it is important to report
● How to respond in an abusive situation

According to a study 9 out of 10 persons with developmental
disabilities will be physically or sexually abused at some point in their
lives.

This is far too often.

It is time to educate ourselves
and lower the number of abuse
cases for persons with
disabilities.

If you are abused, don’t blame yourself, it is NOT your fault.
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Breathing Exercise

The Breathing Exercise takes about two minutes and will help you relax before you begin
working on the Participant Workbook.

Directions:
● Breathe in for four seconds, hold your breath for four seconds and breathe out slowly

for four seconds.  Now breathe regularly.
● Do it again.  Breathe in for four seconds, hold your breath for four seconds and

breathe out slowly for four seconds.  Breathe regularly.
● By taking deep breaths, it helps you to relax and keep focused.
● Now you are ready to start using the Workbook.

If at any time you become uncomfortable with the information in the Workbook, you can repeat
the Breathing Exercise to help you relax and refocus.
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Physical Abuse

Physical abuse is the use of physical force in a way that
causes pain or injury.

This section explores physical abuse.  When someone touches
your body in a way that hurts, it can sometimes leave marks on the
skin, broken bones, or you feel pain inside.  These marks or
feelings of pain are warning signs that physical abuse has
occurred.

A slap on the cheek can leave a red mark or bruise
and make you feel pain and sad.

Remember, abuse is NOT your fault.
Notes
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Physical Abuse Activity 1
Recognizing Physical Abuse

Each picture shows an example of physical abuse.

Use a red marker to circle the abuse and talk about what is
happening.

Example:

Answers are on the next page
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Physical Abuse Activity 1
ANSWERS
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Physical Abuse Activity 2
Recognizing Physical Abuse

Each picture shows an example of physical abuse.

Use a red marker to circle the abuse and describe the abuse
in the box below the picture.

Answers are on the next page.
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Physical Abuse Activity 2
ANSWERS
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Warning Signs of Physical Abuse

The woman in this picture has a bruise on her
face. Warning signs are the marks that are left on
your body or feelings of pain because of physical
abuse.  There are different kinds of marks left on
the skin depending on what kind of physical abuse
has occurred.  Below are other examples of
warning signs of physical abuse.
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Physical Abuse Activity 3
Abuse or NOT Abuse

Now that we have looked at examples of physical abuse and
warning signs, it is important to understand the difference
between a simple touch and physical abuse.  Not all touches
are pleasant, but that does not mean they are abusive. This
next exercise is designed to help you recognize the difference.

This activity pairs pictures of two situations.  One is physical
abuse and the other is not.  Using red and green markers,
make a red mark in the box next to the picture of physical
abuse and a green mark in the box beside the picture that is
not physical abuse.  In the example a green mark was placed
next to the picture of someone’s leg being bandaged and a red
mark was placed next to the picture of someone being kicked.
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Physical Abuse Activity 3
Abuse or NOT Abuse

This activity pairs pictures of two situations.  One is physical abuse and
the other is not.  Using red and green markers, make a red mark in the
box next to the picture of physical abuse and a green mark in the box
beside the picture that is not physical abuse.

Answers are on the next page.
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Physical Abuse Activity 3
ANSWERS
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Sexual Abuse

Sexual abuse is when a person
touches your private parts or forces
you to touch someone else’s private
parts without your permission.

This section discusses:
● Sexual abuse
● Identifying the parts of your body that are private places
● When touching becomes abusive
● Warning signs of sexual abuse

When someone looks at, takes pictures, or touches you
without your permission or consent, it is not alright. It is sexual
abuse when someone makes you touch them in their private
places when you don’t want to, that is also sexual abuse, even
if they promise you gifts or threaten to hurt you.

The use of threats or force to make a person have unwanted
sex can sometimes leave red marks or bruising on the inner
thigh and leave a person feeling sad, hurt, and embarrassed.

Remember, abuse is NOT your fault.
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Sexual Abuse Activity 1
Which body parts are private?

This activity explores the human body, both male and female.
Using the red and green markers, make a red mark in the
boxes beneath the body parts that are considered PRIVATE
PLACES.  Private body parts are:

■  Breasts ■  Vagina ■  Penis ■  Anus ■  Buttocks
Make a green mark in the boxes beneath the body parts that
are not private places.  Make a red mark in the boxes beneath
the parts that are private places.  Follow the example below.

Example:
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Sexual Abuse Activity 1
Which body parts are private?

Make a red mark in the boxes beneath the body parts that are
considered PRIVATE PLACES.  Make a green mark in the
boxes beneath the body parts that are not private places.
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Sexual Abuse Activity 1
ANSWERS
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Sexual Abuse Activity 2
Which body parts are private?

Make a red mark in the boxes beneath the body parts that are
considered PRIVATE PLACES.  Make a green mark in the
boxes beneath the body parts that are not private places.
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Sexual Abuse Activity 2
ANSWERS
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Sexual Abuse Activity 3
Recognizing Sexual Abuse

In this section we are going to discuss sexual abuse more in
depth.  We will look at different expressions of abuse and
explore why this form of touching is not okay.  Take a close
look at the parts of the photos that are abusive and why.
Example:
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Notes
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Sexual Abuse Activity 3
Recognizing Sexual Abuse

Using the previous example, use your markers to draw a line
between the large picture and the smaller pictures. Take a
close look at the parts of these photos and talk about why it is
abusive.

Answers are on the next page.
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Sexual Abuse Activity 3
ANSWERS

Recognizing Sexual Abuse
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Warning Signs of Sexual Abuse
When a person has experienced sexual abuse there are usually
warning signs.  There are different ways a person shows the warning
signs of sexual abuse, such as changes in behavior and physical
injuries.
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Sexual Abuse Activity 4
Abuse or NOT Abuse

Now that we have learned about sexual abuse and warning signs, it is
important to recognize the difference between situations when touching
is okay and when touching is sexual abuse.

The pictures below are examples of touching that is okay.

Example:
This next activity pairs pictures of two
situations. One shows sexual abuse and the
other does not. Using red and green markers,
make a red mark in the box next to the picture
that shows sexual abuse or warning signs and
a green mark in the box next to the picture
that is not sexual abuse. Follow the example.

Example
A green mark was placed next to the picture
of gentle touch and a red mark was placed
next to the picture of forced kissing.
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Sexual Abuse Activity 4
Abuse or NOT Abuse?

Using the red and green markers, make a red mark in the box next to
the picture that shows sexual abuse or warning signs of sexual abuse
and a green mark in the box next to the picture that is not sexual
abuse.

Answers are on the next page.
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Sexual Abuse Activity 4
ANSWERS

Abuse or NOT Abuse?
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Neglect

Neglect is when a person responsible for the
care and well-being of another person fails to
provide the necessary care.

There are important things that every person
needs to live a healthy life.  Some people need to
rely on others to help them fill those needs.
When a person is being neglected those
important needs are not being met.  Neglect

means that something important is being left out or forgotten resulting
in a person being hurt or unable to participate in daily living activities.
This section will take a look at some basic needs and what the warning
signs are when those needs are not being met.

For example, food is a basic need. If a person is not given enough
food, and they become malnourished, this is a form of neglect.

Remember, abuse is NOT your fault.
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Basic Needs IN Your Body
There are certain things every person needs to stay safe and healthy -
we call these basic needs.  This section will explore what these needs
are and why it is important that they are met.  Below are examples of
basic needs we put in our bodies to stay healthy.
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Basic Needs ON Your Body
Below are examples of basic needs every person must have on their
body.
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Basic Needs OUTSIDE Your Body
Below are examples of basic needs outside of our bodies that all
people must have to stay safe and healthy.
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Neglect
We have learned what our basic needs are and why they are
important.  Neglect means that something is not done, or something is
left out.  When our basic needs are not met and we are injured or
unable to participate in daily living activities, it becomes neglect.  This
section identifies neglecting our basic needs.
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Warning Signs of Neglect Activity 1
Below are some examples of the warning signs of neglect. When
basic needs are omitted there are warning signs of neglect.  A red line
has been drawn between the picture of the basic need not being
provided and the picture of the type of injury or result that might occur.

Example:

BASIC NEEDS NEGLECTED                    NEGLECT – INJURY
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Warning Signs of Neglect Activity 1
The pictures below show some examples of the neglect of basic needs
that are on our bodies and the warning signs that these needs are not
being met. Use your marker to draw a line between the picture of the
basic need not being provided and the picture of the type of injury or
restriction of daily living activity that will occur because of the neglect.

Answers are on the next page.
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Warning Signs of Neglect Activity 1
ANSWERS
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Verbal Abuse

Verbal Abuse is one person controlling
another person through threats, humiliation or
intimidation.

The saying, “Sticks and stones will break your
bones, but names will never hurt you” IS NOT
TRUE.

When words are used to hurt another person, it doesn’t leave marks on
the skin, but it makes a person feel hurt, sad or bad about who they
are. This section will explore different types of verbal abuse, feelings
and emotions, and warning signs of verbal abuse

One person may be ANGRY and use THREATS or YELL
at another person making that person FEEL HURT or
SAD.

Remember, abuse is NOT your fault.
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Exploring Emotions

Emotions are feelings and can cause a change in behavior or
physical response to a situation.

Review the list of emotions.

Think about situations or words
that have been spoken to you in
your own life that have made you
feel:

● Angry

● Sad

● Scared

● Embarrassed

● Lonely

● Happy

Verbal Abuse uses language to
cause a person emotional pain.
Sometimes a person may say
something that you don’t like.  It
might make you feel angry or even
embarrassed, but it does not
always mean verbal abuse has
taken place.
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Verbal Abuse Activity 1
Recognizing Verbal Abuse

Verbal abuse can take many different forms.  The first step to
understanding verbal abuse is to be able to notice and recognize
different ways of using words to hurt another person. Each picture
below shows an example of verbal abuse.  Look at each picture.  What
do you see and how does it make you feel?  Refer to the Emotions
Chart to help you with your answers.
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Verbal Abuse Activity 1
Recognizing Verbal Abuse

Look at each picture.  What do you see and how does it make you
feel?  Write your response in the box.  Refer to the Emotions Chart to
help you with your answers.  Remember, you can have someone you
trust write your answers.

Answers are on the next page.
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Verbal Abuse Activity 1
Recognizing Verbal Abuse

ANSWERS
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Warning Signs of Verbal Abuse

There are warning signs that verbal abuse has taken place.  When
somebody makes us feel bad, whether it is causing pain to our bodies
or causing pain with words, it changes how we act and feel.  Some of
the warning signs can be seen with our eyes.  Some are more
emotional.  All of them show that something has happened that is not
okay.

Below are examples of different types of warning signs that verbal
abuse has occurred and different ways a person may express them.
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Warning Signs of Verbal Abuse

Below are examples of different types of warning signs that verbal
abuse has occurred and different ways a person may express them.
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Not Verbal Abuse

It is important to remember that not all conversations are
pleasant.  Occasionally you will have discussions that make
you feel:

But that does not mean that it is verbal abuse.

These two people are
having a disagreement.
They are looking at things
differently. They may get
mad and even argue.

This is NOT verbal abuse.
They are using words to express opinions,

but NOT TO HURT one another.
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Verbal Abuse Activity 2
Abuse or NOT Abuse?

We have observed several different ways words can be used to hurt a
person and some of the warning signs showing that verbal abuse has
taken place.  We have also looked at an example of an unpleasant
conversation that was not verbal abuse.

This exercise is designed to help you recognize when verbal abuse is
happening and when it is not.  Below are pairs of pictures, one is
abusive and the other is not.  A red mark in the box next to the picture
shows verbal abuse and a green mark in the box beside the picture is
not abuse.
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Verbal Abuse Activity 2
Abuse or NOT Abuse?

Using red and green markers, make a red mark in the box next to the
picture of verbal abuse and a green mark in the box next to the picture
that is not abuse.

Answers are on the next page.
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Verbal Abuse Activity 2
Abuse or NOT Abuse?

ANSWERS
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Financial Abuse

Financial Abuse is the illegal or improper
use of another person’s funds, property or
assets.

This section takes a look at financial abuse,
when someone is misusing another person’s

money, and the warning signs that financial abuse has taken place.
Some people need assistance with their money to buy the things they
need and make sure their bills are paid.  When someone takes another
person’s money, possessions or credit cards without permission or
takes money to buy things for themselves, it is financial abuse.

Someone taking your identification (ID) and copying the
way you write your name to steal your money can leave

you with no money.  This is financial abuse.

Remember, abuse is NOT your fault.
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Financial Abuse

When a person forges a signature,
they are signing a name that is not
their own.  They are pretending to be
someone else to get what they want.
When a person cashes someone
else’s check, using a forged
signature, it is stealing.

This is Financial Abuse and a
crime.
The following picture shows someone taking a credit card without
permission.  They are stealing the credit card to buy things.  This is an
example of financial abuse.
Example:
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Financial Abuse Activity 1
Each picture shows an example of financial abuse. Use your marker
to circle the abuse and below the picture write what is happening.
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Financial Abuse Activity 1
ANSWERS
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Warning Signs of Financial Abuse

Warning signs of Financial Abuse include:
● Things are missing, such as jewelry, clothing or belongings

● Medications are missing or being used up too quickly

● Bank statements are not correct

● You have no money when you should

● You are always the one to pay for others when going out

● You are denied access to your money
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Warning Signs of Financial Abuse
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Financial Abuse or NOT Abuse
Activity 1

There are times when someone uses your money, and it is not financial
abuse.  Below are some examples where handling someone’s money
is okay.

Now that we have looked at examples of financial abuse and warning
signs, it is important to understand when another person is being
financially abusive and when they are simply helping. This next activity
is designed to help you recognize the difference.

This exercise pairs two pictures.  One is showing warning signs of
financial abuse, the other is not.  A red mark next to the picture shows
financial abuse warning signs and the green mark next to the picture
does not show financial abuse warning signs.
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Notes
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Financial Abuse or NOT Abuse
Activity 1

This exercise pairs two pictures.  One is showing financial abuse or
warning signs of financial abuse and the other is not.  Place a red mark
next to the picture showing financial abuse and a green mark next to
the picture that is not financial abuse.

Answers are on the next page.
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Financial Abuse or NOT Abuse
Activity 1

ANSWERS
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Reporting Abuse
Now that you recognize the different types of abuse: Physical, Sexual,
Verbal, Neglect and Financial...

It is important to know who to report the abuse to.

Remember, abuse is NOT your fault.
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Reporting Abuse
Trusted Person Activity 1

Some people need help reporting abuse. It is okay to ask for help.
Finding people you trust to help you report abuse is important.
Trusting someone means that you feel comfortable with and respected
by that person.  This is a person who will listen carefully and not take
advantage of you.

This page is designed for you to put in pictures of people you trust,
your family, friends, teachers, caregivers, and doctors. Write their
names and phone numbers in the boxes below so you will have all the
information you need.
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Mandated Reporters
In most states, there are certain people who must report abuse.  These
people are called Mandated Reporters.  If they learn of abuse they
have to report it even if they did not see it.  Below are some examples
of mandated reporters.  Even if you do not have mandated reports in
your state, these people should be able to help you.

Mandated Reporters – people who can help you

Below is a list of other Mandated Reporters.  In most states they are
required to report the abuse and help you to be safe.

● Caregivers or Staff
● Psychologists
● Social Workers
● Therapists
● Foster Parents
● Doctors / Dentists
● Service Coordinators, Case Managers
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Adult Protective Services (APS)

Adult Protective Service (APS) agencies receive abuse reports and
investigate allegations of abuse committed against persons with
disabilities.  To find the APS agency in your state, contact the National
Adult Protective Services Association (NAPSA) by telephone at 1 (217)
523-4431.  You can also go to NAPSA’s website at
www.apsnetwork.org to locate the name and phone number of the APS
agency in your state.  In Arizona, call 877-SOS-ADULT (877-767-2385)

What will they ask on the phone?
● Name, address, and phone number of person being abused
● Name, address, and phone number of the abuser
● Place where the abuse happened
● What type of abuse happened
● How was the person hurt

How APS will respond:
● They receive your call
● They conduct abuse investigations
● They assess risk and safety
● They recommend protective services
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Reporting Abuse
Emergencies

● If you suspect a crime has been committed, call your local police
to file a report.

● If you or another person is hurt or in danger, call 911 for help.
● If there is an emergency and someone needs medical help, call

911.
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Why is it important to report abuse?
Write your response in the box below. Remember you can have
someone you trust write in your answers.

Although reporting can
be difficult, if no one
reports the abuse, the
abuse will likely continue
and will possibly put
other people at risk.
Also, research shows
that abuse gets worse if
abuse is allowed to
continue.

Remember, abuse is NOT your fault.
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Responding to Abuse
Now that you understand how to recognize abuse and who to report

abuse to, the final step is how to respond to the different types of
abuse.  What a person needs to do depends on the type of abuse that
has occurred.  Below and on the following pages explains what to do

for each type of abuse.

Remember, abuse is NOT your fault.
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Responding to Abuse

Remember, abuse is NOT your fault.
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Physical Abuse
Responding Activity 1

Mary tells you she has a bad bruise on her eye where her staff person
hit her.  Answer the questions in the space below. Remember, you can
have someone you trust write your answers.
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Physical Abuse
Responding Activity 1

ANSWERS

Questions:
What can you do to help Mary?
What would you say to Mary?
Who else could help Mary? 

Answers include:
● Believe the person.
● Let them know it is not their fault.
● Make sure the person is safe.
● Get medical treatment.
● Listen carefully.
● Tell a trusted person.
● Tell a mandated reporter.
● Call APS.
● Provide resource information (APS, domestic violence program,

police).
● Call the police or 911 if the person is assaulted.
● Preserve the evidence. For example, take a picture of the injury. 
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Sexual Abuse
Responding Activity 2

Lucinda tells you her bus driver made her kiss him after she said NO.
Answer the questions in the space below.
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Sexual Abuse
Responding Activity 2

ANSWERS
Questions:
What can you do to help Lucinda?
What would you say to Lucinda?
Who else could help Lucinda? 

Answers include:
● Believe the person.
● Listen carefully.
● Let the person know it is not their fault.
● Make sure the person is safe.
● Tell a trusted person.
● Tell a mandated reporter.
● Call APS.
● Get counseling services.
● Provide resource information (APS, domestic violence program,

police).
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Neglect
Responding Activity 3

You notice Sean is hungry, his clothes are dirty, and he has not taken
his medication recently. Answer the questions in the space below.
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Neglect
Responding Activity 3

ANSWERS
Questions:
What can you do to help Sean?
What would you say to Sean?
Who else could help Sean? 

Answers include:
● Call 911 as this is an emergency.
● Person requires medical attention.
● Believe the person.
● Listen carefully.
● Let the person know it is not their fault.
● Make sure the person is safe.
● Preserve the evidence.
● Tell a trusted person.
● Tell a mandated reporter.
● Call APS.
● Provide resource information (APS, domestic violence program,

police).
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Verbal Abuse
Responding Activity 4

Jose tells you his brother is always screaming at him, calling him a
stupid idiot. Answer the questions in the space below.
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Verbal Abuse
Responding Activity 4

ANSWERS
Questions:
What can you do to help Jose?
What would you say to Jose?
Who else could help Jose? 

Answers include:
● Believe the person.
● Listen carefully.
● Let them know it is not their fault.
● Let them know that words hurt, and it is not okay for someone to

yell and scream and call you stupid.
● Make sure the person is safe.
● Tell a trusted person.
● Tell a mandated reporter.
● Call APS.
● Get counseling treatment.
● Provide resource information (APS, domestic violence program,

police).
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Financial Abuse
Responding Activity 5

Frank tells you his caregiver takes money out of his bank account
without him knowing. Answer the questions in the space below.
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Financial Abuse
Responding Activity 5

ANSWERS

Questions:
What can you do to help Frank?
What would you say to Frank?
Who else could help Frank? 

Answers include:
● Believe the person.
● Listen carefully.
● Let them know it is not their fault.
● Preserve the evidence.
● Tell a trusted person.
● Tell a mandated reporter.
● Call APS.
● Call the police.
● Contact the bank or credit card company.
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Conclusion
You now understand:

● The five common types of abuse
● How to recognize the warning signs of abuse
● Who to report abuse to
● And how to respond to abuse

What you can do now:
● Use what you have learned throughout this book

and be one less person abused.

No one deserves to be abused.  You have the power to report abuse
and put a stop to it.  You do not need permission to make a report or to
ask for help.  Speaking up about something that does not feel okay is
the right thing to do even if you are not sure it is abuse.

The more people become aware
of abuse and understand what to
do, the less abuse will happen.
We can begin to reverse the
statistic so that 9 out of 10 people
are NOT abused. By talking
about abuse, learning about abuse,
and working together to
recognize and report abuse, we
can change this statistic.

If you want to keep learning, sign up and take the Awareness and
Action training again.

Remember, abuse is NOT your fault.
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Key Terms
Key terms are not definitions but broad descriptions of key words.  Descriptions
of words were used instead of definitions as states and agencies use different
definitions for many of these words.

Abuse: when a person with a disability is physically or emotionally hurt by
another person.

Bullying: when a person is mean to another person over a long period of time
and hurts that person physically (hitting or kicking) or emotionally (name calling
or telling lies about the person).  Usually, the person is unable to protect
themselves. The bully uses his or her power over another person.  Bullying is
abuse.

Caregiver Abuse: when a staff person, personal care attendant, or other person
who is responsible for helping the person with a disability hurts them or takes
advantage of them. Caregiver abuse can happen to anyone and in any place.
Hughes, Celia M., MPA, Stop the Violence, Break the Silence Training Guide,
edited by Abramson, Wendie H., LMSW, SafePlace, Morgan Printing Austin,
Texas, 2000 151-152

Caretaker (caregiver/support person): any individual responsible for the health
and welfare of a person with a disability by providing for or directly providing
assistance in meeting a daily living need regardless of the location within which
such assistance occurs. Taken from DPPC MGL Chapter 19C

Confidentiality: keeping information private.

Crime: an act which is against the law.

Cyber-bullying: when a person hurts another person with words or pictures
when using technology devices such as cell phones, email/internet, and chat
rooms or blogging.  A cyber-bully can hide his or her real identity, so the person
does not know who he or she is talking or texting with.

Denial: not letting yourself think about things that are upsetting, sad, or
unpleasant.  A person who is in denial might think the maltreatment (abuse) is
not really that bad. University of Illinois, Chicago, Institute on Disability and
Human Development, Taking Charge: Responding to Abuse, Neglect, and
Key Terms
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Financial Exploitation, funded by a grant from the National Institute on Disability
and Rehabilitation Research #H133G970124, 2002
Emergency: a situation involving the presence of imminent serious physical or
serious emotional injury or both to a person with a disability that requires an
immediate response to protect the individual with a disability from serious injury.
Taken from DPPC MGL Chapter 19C

Evidence: things such as a physical mark or a bruise on a person’s body, the
person’s clothing that may be covered with bodily fluids, or anything that can be
seen that helps the person get medical treatment and shows that a crime or
abuse has been committed.

Family Violence: is violence or abuse that happens in a family.  The person
doing the hurting may be a relative like a brother, sister, mother, father, son,
daughter, grandparent, aunt, uncle, or cousin.  Or the person doing the hurting
may be a boyfriend, girlfriend, partner, husband, wife, or even a roommate.  The
person could also be a guardian. Taken from “Stop the Violence, Break the
Silence”

Fear of Retaliation: being afraid that something bad will happen to you if you tell
on a perpetrator. Taken from “Taking Charge: Responding to abuse, neglect, and
financial exploitation”

Financial Abuse: forging someone else’s signature for financial gain, cashing
someone else’s checks for personal use, obtaining and misusing someone else’s
bank book/card, misleading someone by providing false information about their
living expenses, withholding someone’s funds, taking someone’s items such as
jewelry, furniture, credit cards or other items without their permission and stealing
someone’s identity for financial gain.

Mandated Reporter: is any person who in his/her professional capacity shall
have reasonable cause to believe that a person with a disability is suffering from
a reportable condition.  Employees of state and private agencies providing
services to people with disabilities are mandated reporters.  Personal care
attendants (PCAs), caregivers, case managers, service coordinators, support
staff, police officers, doctors, nurses, dentists and teachers are some examples
of mandated reporters. Taken from DPPC MGL Chapter 19C

Manipulation: to make a person do something that the person does not want to
do or feels uncomfortable doing.  To control a person’s actions to the other
person’s advantage.
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Neglect: when someone does not have enough food to eat or drink and is
malnourished and/or dehydrated, does not bathe regularly or have clean clothes
to wear, dresses incorrectly for the weather, does not have necessary supervision
or assistance, lives in unsafe housing conditions, does not receive needed
medical attention or have necessary items – dentures, eyeglasses, hearing aids,
walker, wheelchair, TTY (telephone communication for people who are deaf or
hard of hearing) or communication board.

Perpetrator: a person who commits a crime or hurts another person.
Perpetrators are often not strangers but rather support staff or someone who is
close to the person with a disability. Taken from “Taking Charge: Responding to
abuse, neglect, and financial exploitation”

Physical Abuse: when someone hits, kicks, punches you which may leave
marks on your skin, grabs your arms, face or shoulders hard and leaves bruises,
pushes you causing you to fall and break a bone, bites you, burns you with a
cigarette/iron or uses an object to puncture your skin.

Power of the Perpetrator: perpetrator has a lot of control or power over the life
of the victim and uses that control to meet his or her own needs.  Perpetrators
often have all of the power in relation to a person with a disability.  Perpetrators
count on the fact that the victim will not be seen as a believable witness. Taken
from “Taking Charge: Responding to abuse, neglect, and financial exploitation”

Preserve Evidence: keeping items so that they are not destroyed.  For example:
to preserve evidence a person should not bathe and should not wash their
clothes if sexually abused and should take pictures of physical injuries such as
marks or bruises on the body.  Evidence is given to a trusted person such as a
support worker, a nurse or a police officer.  Evidence can help show that a crime
has been committed.

Rape (Arizona legal definition): A.R.S. 13-1406. Sexual assault; classification;
increased punishment.

A. A person commits sexual assault by intentionally or knowingly engaging in
sexual intercourse or oral sexual contact with any person without consent of such
person.

B. Sexual assault is a class 2 felony, and the person convicted shall be
sentenced pursuant to this section and the person is not eligible for suspension
of sentence, probation, pardon or release from confinement on any basis except
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as specifically authorized by section 31-233, subsection A or B until the sentence
imposed by the court has been served or commuted. If the victim is under fifteen
years of age, sexual assault is punishable pursuant to section 13-705.  The
presumptive term may be aggravated or mitigated within the range under this
section pursuant to section 13-701, subsections C, D and E.  If the sexual assault
involved the intentional or knowing administration of flunitrazepam, gamma
hydroxy butyrate or ketamine hydrochloride without the victim's knowledge, the
presumptive, minimum and maximum sentence for the offense shall be increased
by three years.  The additional sentence imposed pursuant to this subsection is
in addition to any enhanced sentence that may be applicable.  

13-1405. Sexual conduct with a minor; classification

A. A person commits sexual conduct with a minor by intentionally or knowingly
engaging in sexual intercourse or oral sexual contact with any person who is
under eighteen years of age.

B. Sexual conduct with a minor who is under fifteen years of age is a class 2
felony and is punishable pursuant to section 13-705. Sexual conduct with a
minor who is at least fifteen years of age is a class 6 felony.  Sexual conduct with
a minor who is at least fifteen years of age is a class 2 felony if the person is or
was in a position of trust and the convicted person is not eligible for suspension
of sentence, probation, pardon or release from confinement on any basis except
as specifically authorized by section 31-233, subsection A or B until the sentence
imposed has been served or commuted.

Self Blame: blaming yourself for something that has happened.  Remember
abuse is not your fault. Taken from “Taking Charge: Responding to abuse,
neglect, and financial exploitation”
Sexual Abuse: when someone touches/hurts you in a private place (breast,
vagina, penis, buttocks) on your body without your permission, asks you to touch
them in a private place on their body, threatens to do something bad to you or to
someone you care about if you don’t do what they want or promises to give you
things (like money or candy or gifts) if you do what they want (penetration,
molestation, exploitation).

Survivor: a person who has been hurt by violence or abuse and has lived
through it.  A survivor can go on to live a full and happy life. Taken from “Stop
the Violence, Break the Silence”
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Trust: rely upon or place confidence in someone that makes you feel
comfortable.  To feel confident that someone will believe you when you tell them
something.

Verbal Abuse: when someone screams, shouts or yells at you, calls you names
and makes you feel bad, threatens to hurt you, teases you about your disability,
makes fun of you, threatens to take away food, shelter, care, clothes,
possessions or necessary equipment such as a communication board, or tries to
make you feel bad in front of others.

Victim: a person who has been hurt by violence or abuse.  Anyone can be a
victim of violence or abuse.  Sometimes the person doing the abuse is a stranger.
But it is usually a person you know.  He or she can be a friend, neighbor, family
member, support staff, van driver, teacher, etc. Taken from “Stop the Violence,
Break the Silence”

Violence: when someone hurts another person on purpose. The person may be
hurt a little bit or very badly. Taken from “Stop the Violence, Break the Silence”

Warning sign: a message that something may be wrong, and that action may
need to be taken. A red flag! Regarding abuse there are physical, verbal and
behavioral warning signs that a person may be abused. Examples are:
Physical – wounds, bruises, bleeding or bite marks
Verbal – name calling, screaming, teasing
Behavioral – crying, difficulty sleeping, weight gain or weight loss
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State Resource
Arizona
Arizona Adult Protective Services
1789 West Jefferson Street (Site Code 950A)
Phoenix, AZ 85007

To report the abuse, contact:
● 1-877-SOS-ADULT (1-877-767-2385)
● TDD: 1-877-767-2385
● Monday-Friday 7:00 AM - 7:00 PM
● Saturday and Sunday and state holidays 10:00AM - 6:00PM

File Online Form: Form (24 hours a day)

Website: https://des.az.gov/services/basic-needs/adult-protective-services
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National Resources
National Adult Protective Services Association (NAPSA)
The mission of NAPSA is to improve the quality and availability of protective
services for adults with disabilities and elders who are abused, neglected, or
exploited and are unable to protect their own interests. To find the name and
phone number of the Adult Protective Service agency in your state, contact
NAPSA.
217-523-4431
https://www.napsa-now.org/

Americans with Disabilities Act Information Line
For information and technical assistance about the Americans with Disabilities
Act (ADA) contact the ADA Information Line.
U.S. Department of Justice
1-800-514-0301 (TDD: 1-800-514-0383)
www.ada.gov

Office of Civil Rights
Office of Justice Programs
U.S. department of Justice
202-307-0690 (TDD: 202-307-2072)
www.ojp.usdoj.gov/about/offices/ocr.htm

Blindness
American Council for the Blind
1-800-424-866
www.acb.org

American Foundation for the Blind
1-800-232-5463
www.afb.org

Deafness
Alexander Graham Bell Association for the Deaf and Hard of Hearing
1-866-337-5220 (TDD: 202-337-5221)
www.agbell.org

National Association of the Deaf
301-587-1788 (TDD: 1-800-621-0394)
www.nad.org
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National Institute on Deafness and Other Communication Disorders
National Institute of Health, U.S. Department of Health and Human Services
1-800-241-1044 (TDD: 1-800-241-1055)
www.nidcd.nih.gov

Registry of Interpreters for the Deaf
703-838-0030 (TDD: 703-838-0459)
www.rid.org

Telecommunications Relay Services - 711

Developmental and Intellectual Disabilities
American Association on Intellectual and Developmental Disabilities
1-800-424-3688
www.aamr.org

ARC of the U.S.
1-800-433-5225
www.thearc.org

National Association of Developmental Disabilities Councils
http://www.naddc.org

National Down Syndrome Congress
1-800-232-6372
www.ndsccenter.org

Self Advocates Becoming Empowered
National Self Advocacy Organization
Website: www.sabeusa.org
Email: SABEnational@gmail.com

Mental Health
Depression and Bipolar Support Alliance
1-800-826-3632
www.dbsalliance.org

National Alliance on Mental Illness
1-800-969-6642 (TDD: 703-516-7227)
www.nami.org
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Mental Health America Help Desk
1-800-969-6642 (TDD: 1-800-433-5959)
www.nmha.org/infoctr/index.cfm

The National Institute of Mental Health
http://www.nimh.nih.gov/

National Suicide Prevention Hotline
1-800-273-8255 (TDD: 1-800-799- 4889
www.suicidepreventionlifeline.org

Treatment Advocacy Center
703-294-6001; 703-294-6002
www.psychlaws.org

Older Persons
Eldercare Locator, Administration on Aging
U.S. department of Health and Human Services
1-800-677-1116
www.eldercare.gov

National Association of Area Agencies on Aging
202-872-0888
www.n4a.org

Sexual Assault
Centers for Disease Control and Prevention
U.S. Department of Health and Human Services
1-800-232-4636 (TDD: 1-888-232-63480
www.cdc.gov.std

National Sexual Assault Hotline
Rape Abuse Incest National Network
1-800-656-HOPE
www.rainn.org

National Center for Victims of Crime
202-467-8700
www.ncvc.org

National Sexual Violence Resource Center
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1-877-739-3895 (TDD: 717-909-0715)
www.nsvrc.org

Other National Victim Service Providers and Resources
Bureau of Justice Assistance
Office of Justice Programs
U.S. Department of Justice
202-616-6500
www.ojp.usdoj.gov/BJA

COPS Office Response Center
Office of Community Oriented Policing Services
U.S. Department of Justice
1-800- 421-6770
www.cops.usdoj.gov

Families and Friends of Violent Crime Victims
1-800-346-7555 (TDD: 425-355-6962)
https://victimsupportservices.org/newname/

The Federal Trade Commission (FTC) – Identity Theft Hotline
1-877-IDTHEFT (1-877-438-4338)
www.ftc.gov/idtheft

National Council on Disability
Phone Number: 202-272-2004 Voice; 202-272-2074 TTY
www.ncd.gov

National Council on Independent Living
202-207-0334 (TTY: 202-207-0340) Toll Free: 877-525-3400
www.ncil.org

National Criminal Justice Reference Service
1-800-851-3420 (TDD: 1-877-712-9279)
www.ncjrs.gov

National Fraud Information Center/Internet Fraud Watch
National Consumers League
1-800-879-7060
www.fraud.org
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National Organization for Victims Assistance
1-800-879-6682
www.try-nova.org

National Organization on Disability
http://www.nod.org

Office of the Inspector General – Social Security Fraud Hotline
1-800-269-0271  (TTY: 1-866-501-2101)
https://www.ssa.gov/

Office for Victims of Crime - Office of Justice Programs
U.S. Department of Justice
202-307-5983 (TDD: 202-514-7908)
www.ovc.gov

Office for Victims of Crime Resource Center - Office of Justice Programs
U.S. Department of Justice
1-800-851-3420 (TDD: 1-877-712-9279)
www.ovc.gov/ovcres

Office for Victims of Crime Training and Technical Center
Office of Justice Programs
U.S. Department of Justice
1-866-682-8822 (TDD: 1-866-682-8880)
www.ovcttac.gov

Office on Violence Against Women - U.S. Department of Justice
202-307-6026 (TDD: 202-307-2277)
www.usdoj.gov/ovw

United Cerebral Palsy
1-800-872-5872
www.ucp.org

The U.S. Department of Health and Human Services Office on Disability (HHS)
1-877-696-6775
www.hhs.gov/od
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